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ABSTRACT 

Pavement life span is often affected by the amount of voids in the base and subgrade 
soils and especially by the soil moisture content. Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) 
and Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) are two desirable techniques to indirectly measure 
the in-situ soil moisture content through electrical properties of soils. 

The pre-purchased Tektronix 1502BTDR Cable Tester equipped with Campbell 
Scientific SDM1502 Communications Interface and PS 1502B Power Control Module 
system was well modified, installed, and integrated into the existing weather station in 
conjunction with the Texas Mobile Load Simulator (TxMLS) research project. The test 
sections were located on US281 near Jacksboro, Texas. The TDR results from US281 
test sites indicated that the TDR sensors responded to the rainfall events favorably. The 
two-year field test results indicated that the TDR readings interpreted by Topp's (1980) 
and Ledieu's (1986) equations agreed well with the real measured value for the 
subgrade. However, none of the existing models for the base layers was found to be 
suitable for the soil moisture content conversion used in this research study. An 
empirical equation was established to determine the weight-based moisture content of 
the compacted base materials. Although the TDR system provided valuable information, 
it required considerable time and effort to process data. In addition, the TDR system 
consumed too much power and caused malfunctions of the weather station. Accordingly, 
a new moisture sensor (MS) system was developed in this study and verified at the 
Materials and Tests (MAT) section ofTxDOT. The results from MAT section indicated 
that the MS system provides a more reliable solution than the TDR system. In addition, 
it is much easier to process the MS data. Furthermore, the MS system consumes almost 
no battery power and is an ideal solution for long-term monitoring of pavement moisture 
content. 

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) was also employed at the same test sites. The 
Inversion Method was applied for calculating moisture content of the soils. Laboratory 
tests were satisfactory; yet the field application of this study needs further 
experimentation to improve the test results. 
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IMPLEMENTATION RECOMMENDATIONS 

This research project assists TxDOT to install, calibrate, and monitor the TDR system 
that was purchased under Texas Mobile Load Simulator (MLS) operation budget. The 
TDR system was purchased three years prior to this research project. Although the TDR 
system provided valuable information, it required much time and effort to process the 
data. Also, the TDR system consumed much power from the remote weather station. 
The weather station has been down twice due to lack of power from the battery. With 
advances in technology, hardware and software can be developed to monitor the in-situ 
moisture content reliably and economically. According, a new moisture content 
measurement system has been devised in this study. This developed Moisture Sensor 
(MS) system has been verified at the Soil and Aggregate Branch of the Materials and 
Tests (MAT) section of TxDOT. The test results from the MAT section indicated that 
the MS system provided an accurate and reliable solution. In addition, the MS system 
offers a much easier way to process the data. Furthermore, the power consumption rate 
of MS is so low that it consumes almost no energy from the battery. 

Specific approaches to implement the MS system are as follows: 

1) Install the MS system in a trial section. The MLS test site is the best candidate 
section because it possesses the weather station on-site. The in-situ moisture content 
data can be related to the rainfall data as well as the FWD results. The effects of the 
variation of moisture content on the pavement can be derived from the result of the 
FWD tests. 

2) Bring the soil from the test site and measure its moisture content in a laboratory to 
compare with the result from the MS system. 

3) After long-term monitoring or several iterations of 1) and 2), a guideline for in-situ 
moisture content measuring can be developed. 

4) The guideline from 3) will assist other research projects or special construction 
projects that require in-situ moisture content data. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PROJECT OVERVIEW 

There are many methods to measure soil moisture content. In the past, the gypsum block 
and nuclear gage method were used to measure in-situ moisture content. Several 
methods such as the sand-cone method, drive-cylinder method, and rubber-balloon 
method are available for measuring the in-situ density of soil, which in tum can estimate 
the moisture content. Nevertheless, these methods are not sufficient to measure the 
moisture content in an accurate, fast, safe and non-destructive manner. The Time 
Domain Reflectometry (TDR) and Ground-Penetrating Radar system (GPR) are two 
methods favorable to the purpose. Although the use of TDR and GPR theories to 
indirectly measure the in-situ volumetric moisture content of soil are not new, the 
implementation of these techniques is fairly new. TxDOT would like to monitor the 
moisture content variation of the MLS test sites using the TDR system which had been 
purchased 3 years before. This research project has focused on the following tasks: 

1) Modifying the pre-purchased TDR device by adding a datalogger (CR10) which was 
an automatic data acquisition system from the existing weather station; 

2) Assisting TxDOT with calibration and integration of the TDR system into the 
existing weather station; 

3) Investigating suitable equations to convert the dielectric constant to weight-based 
moisture content for granular material and subgrade soils; and 

4) Devising an ideal long-term moisture measurement device, the Moisture Sensor 
(MS) system, for the MLS project and other research projects or special construction 
projects that require in-situ moisture content data. 

Also, a Ground Penetration Radar (GPR) method has been investigated in order to 
compare the test results from different methods. The EKK01000 GPR system 
manufactured by Sensors & Software Corp. was employed, and an inversion method 
was proposed to analyze the field data acquired from highway US281 in Jacksboro, 
Texas. However, at the current stage, the field test results from GPR are not satisfactory. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 TIME DOMAIN REFLECTOMETRY BACKGROUND 

The Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) technique was originally developed to locate 
faults in communication cables. In the 1950s, it was adopted by the agricultural 
community to measure soil moisture content [1]. The TDR technique is based on 
detecting the change in impedance at the media interfaces. The change in impedance 
causes part of the electromagnetic pulse to be reflected. The dielectric constant £ of a 
medium is a complex value and can be expressed as £ = £, - j * u I ro. In this report, £, is 
the real part and 0" I ro is the imaginary part, where u is the conductivity of the soil and 
ro is the angular frequency of the measurement system. A detailed explanation of this 
equation is described in Chapter 3. For most soils, studies show that the complex value 
of dielectric constant strongly depends on the real part when the frequencies of 
electromagnetic pulses are in the range of 1 MHz to 2 GHz, which is contributed by soil 
moisture content. Because the dielectric constant of free water is at least 15 times higher 
than that of most soils under dry conditions, the moisture content can be determined 
from the reflected signal of electromagnetic pulses. The contribution of the imaginary 
component of the dielectric can be ignored when compared to the real part. Many 
researches, mostly in soil science, have been done to develop TDR technology to 
measure soil moisture content. 

Initially, TDRs for measuring soil moisture content used coaxial transmission lines 
(Topp et al. 1980). Later, it was found in field applications that coaxial transmission 
lines are inappropriate for this type of installation. Two-rod parallel transmission lines 
were substituted and used to monitor field moisture contents (Topp et al. 1982, 1984, 
1985). The two-rod parallel transmission lines achieved limited success, because they 
needed impedance-matching transformers, which tended to distort the shape of the 
signal. Generally speaking, a multiple-rod probe can better simulate coaxial transmission 
lines and does not require the use of a balancing transformer. However, it was found that 
with an increase in number of rods, the installation difficulty and soil disturbance also 
increase. In field operations, the optimum setup is a three-rod probe transmission lines 
TDR cable tester. A three-rod probe TDR cable tester achieved the following desirable 
features: signal clarity, ease of installation and stability. Many researchers, such as 
Kotdawala et al. (1994), Rada et al. (1994), and Schelt et al. (1994) [1-2], have 
successfully used a three-rod probe TDR cable tester for measuring in-situ moisture 
content of soils. Figure 2.1 shows a picture of the Tektronix 1502B TDR three-rod probe 
cable tester. 

There are balanced and unbalanced arrangements for the probes within three-rod probe 
TDR cable testers. The advantages for an unbalanced probe are: 1) they are smaller than 
with the balanced design in size; and 2) the measurement is concentrated around the 
central electrode. The Tektronix 1502B is an unbalanced probe cable tester employed in 
this project. 
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To date, most of the field applications of TDR systems are still for monitoring moisture 
content on a long-term basis. This design is not suitable for repeated installation. In this 
research project, the modified one-time installation TDR probes provide adequate 
accuracy in both laboratory and field environments. However, the data processing 
requires well-trained professionals. These probes are also relatively expensive because 
of their size and energy consumption. 

A brand-new moisture content measurement system was developed by the research team 
and verified at the Materials and Tests (MAT) section of TxDOT. This small, simple, 
low-cost, energy-saving, and high-accuracy Moisture Sensor (MS) system will 
overcome the disadvantages of the current modified TDR system. The development of 
the MS system is presented in Chapter 7. 

Figure 2.1 The Tektronix 1502B TDR cable tester 

2.2 COMPONENTS OF TDR SYSTEM 

A TDR instrument is basically composed of a pulse generator and an oscilloscope. The 
pulse generator sends an electrical pulse along the cable link, and the oscilloscope is 
used to observe the returning echoes. The simplest TDR probe consists of two or three 
parallel rods inserted into the soil. These rods are attached directly to a twin-lead cable, 
and the other end of the cable is connected directly to the front panel of the Time
Domain Reflectometry unit. Figure 2.2 is a simplified schematic of the Time-Domain 
Reflectometry unit 1502B. 
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TDR Cable Link 

Figure 2.2 Schematic of TDR measurement system 

2.3 SIMULATION OF WAVEFORM REFLECTED FROM THE TDR PROBE: 
AN ALGORITHM FOR DETERMINATION OF SOIL MOISTURE 
CONTENT 

Based on Ledieu's study, a simplified linear relationship between dielectric constant and 
the soil moisture content is developed and is given in Eq. (3.5) in Chapter 3. A similar 
relationship was also reported by Topp et al. (1980) and Liu et al. [3][4-6] . 

The step function has a very wide frequency range, and a theoretical explanation for this 
is given in Chapter 3. Generally, when the frequency is above 500 MHz, the complex 
dielectric constant of soil primarily depends on the moisture content of the soil. 
However, when the frequency is under 500 MHz, the complex dielectric constant of the 
soil is a function of both the moisture content and the frequency [7-8] . Permitivity of the 
probe decreases with the frequency, and the conductivity increases with the frequency 
[9-10]. The impedance of the probe is a function of the frequency. Resistance and 
conductance of the probe are also functions of the frequency. For line aberrations that 
are strictly resistive, any reflection looks like a portion of the incident voltage. Figure 
2.3 shows the waveform reflected in this ideal situation. In an actual reflected 
waveform, the frequency of a waveform is a complex frequency, and the impedance is 
complex impedance. Figure 2.4 shows an actual reflected waveform. 

The reflected waveform is calculated using the Fourier analysis. The reflectivity at the 
points of impedance discontinuity along the TDR probe is added to form the whole 
waveform [11]. 

To determine soil moisture content by analyzing the reflected waveform from the TDR 
probe, the two rising (or falling) edge arrival times of the reflected waveform from the 
two ends of the probe must be identified from the reflected waveform. In this report, an 
algorithm is developed based on the simulation results. Two systems are developed for 
different purposes. System I is developed for laboratory study and System II is 
developed for field measurement. The details of both systems are addressed in the 
appendix. 
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CHAPTER 3: TDR SYSTEM 

3.1 THEORY OF TDR METHOD 

The process of sending pulses and observing the reflected waveforms is called the Time 
Domain Reflectometry (TDR) technique. TDR was originally used to determine the 
location of failure in telecommunication cables, as well as to measure the velocity of 
electromagnetic waves travelling through a transmission line. This velocity (v) is related 
to the dielectric constant E of the insulating medium between the conductors of the 
transmission line given by: 

V=cl.fi (3.1) 

where c is the velocity of light in vacuum, which is a constant of 30 crnlnsec (300,000 
km/s or 11.8 in/nsec) and e is the dielectric constant of the medium. A TDR probe used 
to measure soil moisture content is actually a transmission line, and the dielectric 
medium is the surrounding soil. In practice, the c value is often slightly different from 
the theoretical value, because the medium is not a vacuum. The difference of c values in 
different media is so small that from a practical viewpoint it can either be simply 
ignored, or the calculation can be performed using a modified value. Thus, the 
relationship between the propagation velocity of electromagnetic waves and the 
dielectric constant of the medium in which the wave is propagating becomes very 
simple. If the dielectric constant of the layer is known, the velocity can be determined. 

A phase lag exists due to the constituent molecules or dipolar species when 
electromagnetic waves propagate through an imperfect dielectric medium. Because of 
this phase lag, dielectric constant must be represented as a complex quantity e: 

e =e'+e" (3.2) 

where e' is the real part (in phase), e" is the imaginary part (out of phase), and e" can 
be expressed as: 

e"=-j*alm (3.3) 

where a is the conductivity of the soil, and m is the angular frequency of the 
measurement system. By combining Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3), the dielectric constant e can be 
expressed as: 

e =£'- j*a lm (3.4) 

TDR measures the apparent dielectric constant e, which depends on both the frequency 
of the TDR signal and the conductivity of the soil. When the operating frequency is 
high, usually above 500 MHz, the weight of the imaginary part is negligible. However, 
e' appears to be more sensitive to the volume moisture content (Wv) and less sensitive to 
the soil type and density [3,12]. For a given soil, the response of a TDR's receiver to an 
electromagnetic excitation is thus a function of free-water moisture content, because the 
dielectric constant of the free-water is much greater than that of the dry soil. Table 3.1 
lists typical values of the dielectric constant e for materials often encountered in 
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highway conditions. The extremes of these values are for air Eair = 1, and for water ewater 

= 81 [13]. 

Table 3 1 Dielectric constant e for !Jp_ical construction materials [13] 

Material Dielectric Constant e 

Vacuum/ Air 1 

Water 81 

Sand (dry) 4-6 

Sand (wet) 30 

Silt (wet) 10 

Clay (wet) 8-12 

Ice (fresh) 4 

Granite (dry) 5 

Limestone (dry) 7-9 

Portland Cement Concrete 6-11 

Roller-Compacted Concrete 5-7 

Asphaltic Concrete 5-7 

3.2 VOLUME AND WEIGHT MOISTURE CONTENT RELATION 

Many researchers have developed different models relating the moisture content and 
dielectric constant of soiL Among those models, Ledieu et al. (1986), Topp et al. (1980) 
and a method of Simple Lattice (which is based on a theoretical computation) all agree 
with each other and give good results for subgrade soils. The theoretical method is not 
presented in this report [ 14]. 

In the datalogger programming, a multiplier of 0.1138 and an offset -0.1758 give 
volume I volumetric moisture content (Ledieu) in terms of dielectric constant: 

Wv = 0.1138-J€ -0.1758 (3.5) 

where W v is the volume I volumetric moisture content and e is the dielectric constant. 

In the field of civil engineering, the weight (gravimetric) moisture content Ww is more 
frequently used than the volume (volumetric) moisture content Wv. Weight moisture 
content is defined as: 

(3.6) 
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where W w is the weight moisture content of the soil, W water is the weight of water in the 
soil and Wsoil is the weight of the soil particles. 

Theoretically speaking, the relation between the two parameters is: 

"\, = Ww * (p / pwater) (3.7) 

where pis the wet soil density (unit weight) and Pwater is the water density (unit weight). 
Figure 3.1 shows the relationship between the volume and weight moisture content 
when wet density p is known. 

With known dry density pdry (in most cases) and the assumption of zero air weight, Eqs. 
(3.8) and (3.9) can be constructed to related Wv to Ww. 

W Wsoil + W water Wsoil + pwater * V water w; * 
p = --= = = pdry + v pwater 

Vtotal Vtotal Vrotal 
(3.8) 

Wv = 1 ~~ *(pdry / pwater} 

w 

(3.9) 

Table 3.2 lists the typical values of void ratios and dry unit weights for granular soils 
[15]. The curves in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 are based on the typical range of dry unit weight 
for granular soils in Table 3.2. Comparing Figure 3.1 with Figure 3.2, one can find that 
these two formulas give very close results when the weight moisture content of the soil 
is small compared to the dry density; or Ww<<pdry. For a typical soil, the weight 
moisture content Ww is about 0.15, and the density is 1.5 g/cm3 (93.6 pcf). Using Eq. 
(3.7), the volume moisture content W v is 0.23, and using Eq. (3.9) the volume moisture 
content W v is 0.26, assuming the same value of 1.5 g/cm3 {93 .6 pcf) for both p and pdry· 

Table 3.2 Typical values of void ratios and drv unit weights for granular soils [15] 

Soil type Void ratio e Dry unit weight Pdrv 

Maximum Minimum Minimum Maximum 

lb/ft3 K.N/m3 Ibtfe kN/m3 

Gravel 0.6 0.3 103 16 127 20 

Coarse sand 0.75 0.35 95 15 123 19 

Find sand 0.85 0.4 90 14 118 19 

Standard Ottawa sand 0.8 0.5 92 14 110 17 

Gravelly sand 0.7 0.2 97 15 138 22 

Silty sand 1 0.4 83 13 118 19 

Silty sand and gravel 0.85 0.15 90 14 144 23 

The TDR system modified in this study was intended to measure the moisture content of 
the pavement's base layer and the subgrade. Unlike the natural soil, base materials are 
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often compacted by mechanical force, which leads much higher densities than with un
compacted sub grade soils. The "natural" structures of the materials have been disturbed. 
Recent studies such as by Roth et al. (1992) and Zegelin et al. (1992) found that some of 
the "universal" empirical models like Topp's equation did not provide sufficiently 
accurate results for soils of too high densities [1-2]. Experimental work was conducted 
in this study to support the above conclusion, and a new relationship is established 
between the dielectric constant and the weight moisture content of base layer materials 
(or compacted soils). The soil samples were obtained from the southbound lanes of 
US281, Jacksboro, Texas. A standard compactor was used to compact the soil samples 
during this experiment. From Eq. (3.7), it is easy to note that there is no unique 
relationship between the weight moisture content W w and the volume moisture content 
W v, because the soil density p is a variable. One weight moisture content W w may 
correspond with different volume moisture contents W v under different compaction 
efforts. The volume moisture content W v and weight moisture content W w obtained in 
this study are listed in Table 3.3 and plotted in Figure 3.3. In Table 3.3, low compaction 
means no mechanical effort, the number of blows is 0 and the density of the soil is 
approximately 85 pcf. Medium compaction means the number of blows is 100 and the 
density of the soil is approximately 120 pcf. High compaction means the number of 
blows is 300 and the density of the soil is approximately 141 pcf. Table 3.4 summarizes 
some of the existing empirical models. Obviously, the existing empirical models in 
Table 3.4 [1] are not suitable for TDR interpretation of base materials, because the 
relationship relating to the compacted condition is not reflected in any one of the above 
researches, except in one of Ledieu's equations, which took the dry bulk density 
parameter into account. 

In order to correct the interpretation of the measured TDR data for base materials, a new 
model is established, based on limited experimental data. Detailed derivation of this 
empirical model is described in Chapter 4. Further study is required to obtain a 
"universal" model for both base and sub grade soils. 
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Table 3 3 Weil!ht moisture content vs volume moisture content measured data . -

Weight Moisture Volume Moisture Content 
Content No Compaction Medium Compaction High Compaction 

0.0% 0.066 0.090 0.103 

0.071 0.083 0.106 

0.074 0.086 0.104 

0.067 0.091 0.103 

0.063 0.085 0.102 
i 0.065 0.086 0.101 

I 

3.0% 0.105 0.164 0.192 

0.097 0.157 0.205 

0.097 0.155 0.197 

0.095 0.156 0.185 

0.094 0.155 

0.098 0.154 

5.0% 0.096 0.202 0.241 
i 0.082 0.200 0.242 

I 0.090 0.199 0.230 

i 0.095 0.192 0.233 I 

0.101 0.208 0.220 

0.200 0.231 

6.46% 0.102 0.324 0.370 

0.111 0.341 0.367 

0.097 0.336 0.354 

0.106 0.342 0.352 

0.103 0.339 0.357 

0.100 0.332 0.365 
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Figure 3.3 Weight moisture content Ww (%) vs. volume moisture content 

W v (%) under different compactions 

Table 3 4 A summary of some existin~ emvirical models [1] 
1. Topp et al., 1980 q = (A+B*Ka +C*Ka2+D*Kaj)*10-4 

A= -530, B = 292, C = -5.5, 
D = 0.043 (4 mineral soils) 

12. Ledieu et al., 1986 q = 0.1138 SQRT(Ka)- 0.1758 

q = 0.1138 SQRT(Ka)- 3.38Pb -0.1529 
(mineral soil) Pb - dry bulk density 

3. Maliki & Skierucha, 1989 q = -19 + SQRT(388Ka-546.9)/194, 
Ka>= 1.41 (5 mineral) 

4. Jacobsen & Schjonning, 1993a q = (A+B*Ka +C*Ka2+D*Kaj)*10-4 

A= -701, B = 347, C = -11.6, D = 0.18 
(10 mineral) 
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CHAPTER 4: FIELD TEST RESULTS OF THE TDR SYSTEM 

4.1 TEST SECTION 

The TDR system could be installed into any pavement location. However, for this pilot 
research project, it was preferable to install the TDRs near an existing weather station 
and a well-characterized pavement site. Based on the TxMLS test-site document 
records, the TDR systems were installed approximately 200 ft away from the MLS test 
pads. The test pads were sections of an in-service pavement located on the southbound 
and northbound lanes of US281 in Jacksboro, Texas. The southbound and northbound 
lanes were both fitted with a TDR system. The TDR data would assist the interpretation 
of the pavement condition under accelerated pavement testing. The main objective of 
the MLS testing on US281 is to evaluate the effectiveness of two rehabilitation 
strategies. Hugo et al. [16] documented that different non-destructive tests had been 
conducted to assist in the site selection, to ensure that test sections had similar 
characteristics. The data collection included the following: 

1) Visual inspection of surface distresses (rutting and cracking). 

2) Structural conditions assessment. Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD), Seismic 
Pavement Analyzer (SPA), Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves (SASW), and 
Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) were used for this structural assessment. 

3) Topography survey (the Texas Mobile Load Simulator [TxMLS] requires a nearly 
flat surface to maintain uniform loads). 

4) Subsurface condition survey by GPR (underlying cracks, layer thickness, bedrock 
depth). Non-destructive testing (FWD, SPA, SASW, and GPR) data can render 
present structural condition. 

Two 12-meter sections of pavement with similar material characteristics were selected in 
the TxMLS study. US281 is a two-lane highway in each direction. In 1994, there was 
an average use of 3,100 vehicles per day (1550 per direction) of traffic flow. The truck 
percentage was about 17.4%, and approximately 10% of the total traffic fell on the 
inside lane. Since the pavement was rehabilitated in 1995, an estimated 9,850 trucks 
had traveled on the inside lane (or approximately 10,000 to 19,700 ESALs of traffic, 
depending on the conversion factor used) before the TxMLS was moved onto the test 
site [17]. The first asphalt layer of the test section was constructed in 1957. Later, there 
were four major overlays I rehabilitation projects that were completed in 1971, 1976, 
1986, and 1995. Figure 4.1 shows the complete pavement history for the southbound and 
northbound lanes of US281 at the test sections. TxDOT forecasts that the southbound 
pavement section in the outside lane will be subject to 2 million ESALs over a twenty
year period. The last major rehabilitation was done in 1995 with 50 mm of recycled 
ACP, using the Remix process. Prior to that, in 1986, there was a major rehabilitation 
using 85 mm of lightweight aggregate ACP. The inside southbound lane of US 281, 
Jacksboro, Texas, was closed to traffic in April of 1997 for testing. The TxMLS was 
then moved onto the test section in May. The outside lane remained open to the public. 
On the northbound pavement section, the last major rehabilitation was done in 1996, 
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with 25 mm of new ACP and 25 mm of recycled ACP, known as the "Dustrol" process. 
Prior to that, in 1986, there was a major rehabilitation using 85 mm of lightweight
aggregate ACP, which was the same as used in the southbound lanes. This lightweight
aggregate layer, 25 mm was recycled in the Dustrol process. 

Nuclear Density Gauge (NDG) tests were conducted to measure the in-situ ACP density. 
The average density for the southbound lane, which contains a significant amount of 
lightweight aggregate in the ACP layers, was 1875 kg/m"3 (117 pet). For the base and 
subgrade, the typical soil dry density is about 2000 kg/m"3 (125 pet) and 1750 kg/m"3 
(109 pet), respectively [17]. For the top 50 mm remixed layer, approximately 12-13% of 
air void was found in the non-trafficked area and 5.4% under the trafficked area. The 
GPR data and construction records indicated that the bedrock is very shallow at the test 
section. The depths of the bedrock were found to be 2.69 m and 2.54 m for the left and 
right wheel paths, respectively, by using an extended Dynamic Cone Penetrometer 
(DCP). 

28181 
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approx. 2.62m) 
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Figure 4.1 Pavement sections of southbound and northbound US281 

4.2 TEMPERATURE VARIATION AND SUBSURFACE MOISTURE 
MOVEMENT 

Temperature sensors were installed at three different depths, which were 12.7 mm, 88.9 
mm, and 165.1 mm from the surface of the ACP layer. Pavement temperature data were 
collected both inside and outside the TxMLS to determine the temperature variation. On 
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a typical sunny day, the most variation occurred at a depth of 12.7 mm, which was 
typically 17 oc hotter outside than inside the TxMLS at noon. At a depth of 88.9 mm, a 
7 oc difference was observed. For overcast/rainy days, less than 2 oc difference was 
observed at all three depths. As expected, higher temperature variations occurred outside 
than inside the MLS. At a depth of 12.7 mm, daily temperature variations (high minus 
low) of 11 oc and 28 oc were found inside and outside the TxMLS, respectively (Figure 
4.2). At the 88.9 mm depth, the temperature variation decreased. The effect of shade, 
whether from the TxMLS cover or clouds, greatly decreased the range of pavement 
temperature. Shade also tended to increase the lag time between maximum air 
temperature and maximum pavement temperature. The pavement temperature outside 
the Tx.MLS at a depth of 12.7 mm experienced almost no time lag on a sunny day. 
However, at the same depth, it took 3 hours for the pavement inside the MLS to respond 
to an increase in sunshine. 

The cover provided by the TxMLS consistently reduces the daily temperature swing by 
50%. Without the TxMLS cover, the daytime highs were higher (due to sunlight) and the 
nighttime lows were lower (no wind protection). This tendency is most noticeable at the 
top 12.7 mm of ACP, and it holds throughout the summer and winter months. A depth of 
165 mm of ACP plus MLS cover makes the day/night temperature change insignificant. 
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Figure 4.2 Temperature variations at a depth of 88.9 mm 

4.3 TDR INSTALLATION PROFILE 

The soil moisture content can be determined by measurement of the dielectric constant 
£of the soil, because the dielectric constant E of free water is at least 15 times greater 
than that of common soil constituents. The dielectric constant £ is measured using a 
Time Domain Reflectometer (TDR). Eight TDRs were embedded in the base and 
subgrade, as shown in Figure 4.3. There were 3 holes to accommodate these 8 TDR 
probes. Two of the holes had 3 TDR probes, and the third one had 2 TDR probes. The 2 
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holes having 3 TDR probes were located in the center of each wheel path. The third hole 
was located in the unpaved shoulder. After the TDR probes were installed, the holes 
were first back-filled with the original materials of subgrade and base, then with a cold
mix ACto replace the ACP. TDR readings located in the unpaved shoulder were used as 
references because they were very sensitive to rainfall events. 
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Figure 4.3 Southbound US281, TDR sensor installation profile 

4.4 TDR INTERPRETATION METHODS AND TEST RESULTS 

The TDR probes were installed at both the southbound and northbound sites of US281, 
Jacksboro, Texas. The fust testing was done at the southbound site. The TDR probes 
could not be moved because they were non-reusable. TxDOT began to get regular field 
data in September 1997 from the southbound site, and in August 1998 from the 
northbound site. 
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4.4.1 Interpretation Method for Base Layer 

The TDR readings represent the volume moisture content W v of the surrounding soil. 
A very notable discovery from this study is that the volume moisture content W v of the 
base materials/soils was very sensitive to compaction conditions, while the weight 
moisture content W w was not (see Table 3.2 & Figure 3.3). This phenomenon is easy 
to explain by considering the definitions of weight moisture content W w and volume 
moisture content W v· W w is independent of the total volume of the soil, while W v is a 
function of soil density, which is a function of the total volume of the soil. The 
experimental data indicated that for the base layer, the volume moisture content W v 

was not a simple function of the dielectric constant E of the material, but a complex 
function of dielectric constant E and compact effort p. This compact effort p was 
related to the density of the soil. The compaction changed the structure of the soil 
particles, which in tum changed the relationship between weight moisture content W w 

and volume moisture content W v· Further study is needed to give a quantitative 
correlation among W w• W v, and p. Based on this fact, an interpretation model for the 
compacted base materials was directly established to relate the weight moisture 
content W w and dielectric constant E. Unlike W v. W w does not depend on compact 
effort p, but primarily on a simple function in terms of dielectric constant E of the 
material. The TDR reading can be restored back to the dielectric constant E by 
reversing the Ledieu equation (the Ledieu equation is expressed as Eq. (3.5)): 

e = ((Wv+0.1758)/0.1138)"2 (4.1) 
The compact condition of the base materials was found to be similar to the high 
compaction level in Table 3.2. An empirical equation is derived from those 
experimental data in Table 3.2 as follows: 

Ww(%) = (0.0506* Ln(e)-0.088) *100 (4.2) 
The accuracy of equation (Eq. (4.2)) can be improved if more compaction data as in 
Table 3.2 are available, especially for higher weight moisture content W w. because 
many of the field data fall into this range. 

4.4.2 Interpretation Methods for Subgrade 

There are several existing empirical models to calculate the volume moisture content 
Wv of the subgrade by knowing dielectric constant E of the subgrade soils. Ledieu's 
model (1986) and Topp's model (1980) are two of the best established empirical 
models which convert the dielectric constant E into volume moisture content W v with a 
sufficient precision for engineering applications. Ledieu' s method is the default 
method for the TDR system developed in this study, which is expressed in Eq. (3.5), 
and Topp's method is expressed in Eq. (4.3): 

Wv = (-530+ 292 *e -5.5*£"2 +0.043 *£"3)* E(-4) (4.3) 

Based on the relationship among W w and W v and pdry. as established in Equations (3. 7) 
and (3.9), Ww can be obtained when Wv and pdryare given. The predicted results using 
these two models are summarized in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. 
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4.4.3 Field Test Results 

There are eight TDR probes at each test site. Four TDR probes are selected to 
represent the measurement of the moisture content of the base materials (#4), the 
subgrade at right (#3), left (#5), and shoulder (#8) positions, for the southbound test 
site, as in Figure 4.3. Five TDR probes are selected to represent the base materials at 
the right (#1), left (#4), and shoulder (#7) positions, and the subgrade at the right (#3) 
and left (#6) positions, for the northbound test site. 

The converted Ww data (at the southbound test site) are shown in Figures 4.4 to 4.7. 
All original data come from the TDR field readings through the on-site weather 
station. There was no data collection between November 12th and November 20th, 
which explains the broken areas in some plots. Some out-of-range data were 
eliminated from these figures. Criteria for this pre-selection (elimination) were: if the 
TDR reading (Wv) is less than 0.15 or greater than 0.60, or the variation of the 
consecutive data varies more than 33%, then those data were not selected, because 
they were not reliable; thus they had to be eliminated. The precipitation is also plotted 
onto the same figure, with another Y axis, to show the cause of the variation in TDR 
readings. In the W w conversion, the value of pc~ry for the base and sub grade are 2000 
kglmA3 and 1750 kglmA3, respectively. This value is based on true field data from the 
southbound test site. Table 4.1 covers the overall quality evaluation based on 8 TDRs' 
readings at the southbound test site from September 1997 to March 1998. Table 4.2 
covers the overall quality evaluation based on 8 TDRs' readings at the northbound test 
site from August 1998 to November 1998. In Tables 4.1 and 4.2, a "good" rating 
means that the moisture content variation corresponds to the precipitation variation, 
and only a small amount of data was eliminated for being out of range. An "ok" means 
that the moisture content variation corresponds to the precipitation; however, a 
relatively high amount of data was eliminated for being out of range. A "I" means 
that the specific TDR probe may have encountered some problems, since during those 
months the data did not change at all with the precipitation. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 
describe the monthly average of weight moisture contents Ww for the selected TDR 
probes. 

At the southbound test site, the weight moisture content W w at the base layer was 
measured by TDR #4. The overall average W w calculated from Eq. (3.2) is 5.53%, as 
shown in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, and shows only a minor discrepancy of about 0.4% with 
the true field measurement of 5.3%; Ww at the subgrade layer was measured by TDRs 
#3, #5, and #8. The overall average Ww calculated from the Ledieu (Topp) methods 
were 15.57 (15.70)%, which are good enough when compared with the typical real 
field measurement of 16.6% (the error is about 5% ). 

At the northbound test site, the weight moisture content W w at the base layer was 
measured by TDRs #1, #4, and #7. The overall average Ww calculated from Eq. (4.2) 
is 8.18% (as shown in Tables 4.3 and 4.4); Ww at the subgrade layer was measured by 
TDRs #3, and #6. The overall average Ww calculated from the Ledieu (Topp) methods 
are 21.22 (20.78)%. There are no real field measurements for comparison at the 
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northbound test site. The dry density pdry used to convert W v to W w was based on the 
southbound measured data. The ranges of W v from the northbound side are reasonable. 

As shown in Figures 4.4 to 4.7, the researchers found that the variations in the TDRs' 
data corresponded well with changes in the rainfall data, as expected. The monthly 
average and the overall average of weight moisture content W w (%) are reliable. 

(Note: TDRs #3, #6, and #8 were in subgrade) 

Table 4.3 TDRs monthly average Ww (%)for southbound US281 test site 

Mon .. TOR #3 (subgrade) #4 (base) #5 (subgrade) #8 (subgrade) 
Feb. 14.77 (15.25) 5.68 17.41 (17.44) 15.96 (16.4) 
Jan. 15.5 (15.98) 5.91 17.22 (17.54) 17.11 (17.46) 
Nov. 13.9 (14.36) 5.18 15.9 (16.31) 14.32 (15.78) 
Oct. 14.25 (14.71) 5.38 16.35 (16.72) 15.12 (15.57) 

::>ept. 14.12 (14.6) 5.49 16.7 (17.09) 14.92 (15.4) 

Average 14.51 (14.98) 5.53 16.72 (17.08) 15.49 (15.92) 

(base-experimental method in this study; subgrade-Ledieu (Topp) method) 

overall average: base-5.53 %; subgrade-15.57 ( 15.70) % 
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Table 4.4 TDRs monthly average Ww (%)(or northbound US281 test site 

Mo .... _TDR #1 {base) #3 (subarade) #4 (base) #6 (subgrade) #7 (base) 
Nov. 98 8.12 20.3 (20.08)! 6.77 21 .29 (20.86) 9.02 
Oct. 98 8.63 20.8 (20.5) 7.71 21.69 (21.12) 9.09 
Sept. 98 8.75 21 .43 (20.98) 7.75 22.04 (21.36) 9.05 
Aug. 98 ---- 20.5 (20.26) 6.99 ---- 7.81 

Average 8.50 20.76 (20.46) 7.31 21.67 {21.11) 8.74 

(base-experimental method in this study,· subgrade-Ledieu (Topp) method ) 

overall average: base-8.18 %; subgrade-21.22 (20.79) % 
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CHAPTERS: 

GPR SYSTEM: IMPLEMENTATION AND TEST RESULTS 

5.1 BACKGROUND OF GPR TECHNIQUE 

The Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) technique is another technique which uses 
electrical properties to measure the in-situ soil moisture content. 

The GPR operates by transmitting short pulses of electromagnetic energy into the 
pavement [18]. When encountering dielectric discontinuities in the subsurface, part of 
the transmitted waves are reflected and picked up by the receiver, and the received 
signal is then amplified and analyzed. The propagation of the electromagnetic waves in 
the ground depends on the electrical properties of the media. The two most important 
factors affecting the propagation of radar pulses in any media are the dielectric content £ 

and the electrical conductivity cr. According to different needs for depth and spatial 
resolution measurements, different kinds of GPR systems can be chosen. The operating 
frequencies are from 10 MHz to 2 GHz for moisture content measurement. A typical 
GPR system is shown in Figure 5.1 

For adequately high frequencies, the relationship between the dielectric constant £ and 
the volume moisture content Wv of the soil is expressed in Eq. (3.5). There are several 
methods to calculate the dielectric constant £ by GPR. The inversion method is used in 
this study to convert the reflected signal to the material's dielectric constant. 

5.1.11nversion Method 

The inversion method applies the time domain Transmission Line Matrix (TLM) 
method [19-22] and the layer stripping technique to invert the pre-processed GPR 
voltages to the dielectric constant data of each layer [23-27]. Because both the depth 
and spatial resolutions are needed for pavement moisture measurement, the traditional 
GPR data processing method can not produce an accurate result. In this study, the time 
domain TLM method with layer stripping technique is applied for moisture content 
determination. 

The TLM method is a time-domain numerical method solving Maxwell's equations by 
using a transmission line analogy. The observed space is divided into small cells and a 
transmission line network is used in each cell to characterize the cell's electromagnetic 
performance. The electrical and magnetic fields are simulated by voltages and currents 
in the transmission line network. For a given transmitted waveform, the received 
signal can be constructed by using this method, and consequently the dielectric images 
of each layer are reconstructed. Since TLM simulation must be conducted in a finite 
space, a Perfect Matched Layer (PML) [23-24] is placed at the boundaries (where the 
simulation space ends) to simulate infinite boundaries. 

The one-dimensional layer stripping method is used to reconstruct the 1-D dielectric 
constant profile (with respect to depth) in the pavement. Consider the N-Layer 
information profile shown in Figure 5.2. The background profile function for the first 
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layer is P(1) with a homogeneous distribution of both the dielectric constant and 
conductivity. For the (i)th layer, the background profile function is P(i) with an (i)th 
layer reconstructed. The information from previously-inverted layers are used, and the 
rest of the layers are considered to have the same values with that of (i-1)th layer. The 
received signal Yp(i-I)(t) due to the profile P(i-1) contains only the reflection from the 
first layer to the (i-1)th layer. The difference between Yp(i-l)(t) and the YR(i)(t) due to (i)th 
profile P(i) will be zero from t = 0 tot= ti. which corresponds to the (i)th interface. 

The rising edge of Yp(i)(t)- YP<i-I)(t) marks the starting time of the reflection of the (i)th 
boundary, which is determined as a certain percentage of the peak, due to noise and 
the non-1inearity of space and time in a dispersive medium. In this program, 3% is 
used as the upper limit to control the iterations for the required accuracy. Three groups 
of data are needed in this program: measured data, data computed from an assumed 
profile and data from a background profile. The received signals from these profiles 
are called Yreai(t), Yassume(t) and Yback(t), respectively. By calculation, the real reflection 
coefficient is calculated as: 

r = Y,eaz<t;)- Ybaciti) [r (i)- r, (i)]+ r, (i) 
real { t . ) _ ( t.) assume back back 

Y assume- 1 Y back 1 

And then the (i)th layer's dielectric constant E can be calculated as: 

1 C1';Llx17o 
e,; = 2(rreal(i) + 1)- 2-!2 

Where O'i is the conductivity of (i)th layer. ax is the grid size and 

ryo = ~ !lol eo 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

Where /lo is the magnetic permeability of vacuum, and eo is the dielectric constant of 
vacuum. 
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Figure 5.1 A block diagram of a GPR system used in the moisture content measurement 
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Figure 5.2 AnN-Layer information profile (left (top)~ right (bottom)) 
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5.2 COMPONENTS OF GPR SYSTEM 

A GPR system [28-33] consists of three major parts: a transmitter, a receiver and a 
computer control unit. 

Transmitter 

The transmitter sends out a series of short pulses of high electromagnetic energy into the 
ground. The propagation of the electromagnetic waves in the ground depends on the 
electrical properties of the ground. 

Receiver 

The receiver picks up wave information of all the pavement layers. 

Computer Control Unit 

The computer control unit stores, processes, and controls the testing program. 

5.3 GPR SYSTEM TEST SET -UP 

The GPR system employed for this project is called the EKKOlOOO GPR system, and 
was developed by Sensor & Software Corp. The reason for choosing the EKK01000 
GPR system is because it can provide both the depth and spatial resolutions for this 
study. The basic specifications are listed as follows: 

Frequency: 1.2 GHz 

Time window: 20 ns 

Sampling rate: 100 ps 

Pulse Voltage: 200 V 

5.3.1 Laboratory Test Set-Up 

Before field measurements were performed, the laboratory verification for the 
effectiveness of this GPR system was conducted with sand as the sample. The first 
experiment used a case of sand, and the moisture content increased from 0 to 4.76%; 
9.1 %; 13.04%; and 16.7%, in that order. The second experiment used the same amount 
of sand consisting of two layers of different moisture content. The moisture content of 
layer 1 increased from 0 to 4.76% then 9.1 %, while the moisture content of layer 2 
was kept at 13.04%. The configuration of the experiments is shown in Figure 5.3. 

The sand parameters are: 

Density of the sand: pdry = 1.62 g/cm3 

Experimentl (one layer): thickness of the sand layer: 175 mm 

Experiment2 (two layers): thickness of the sand layer 1: 125 mm, and 

thickness of the sand layer 2: 125 mm 
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Figure 5.3 Sand box with two layers of sand at different moisture contents 

5.3.2 Field Test Set-Up 

The field data were collected from 4 layers of the southbound US281, TxMLS test site 
in Jacksboro, Texas. Table 5.1 gives the approximate layer thickness and dielectric 
constant of those layers. 

Table 5 1 BackJ?round knowledJ!e for southbound US281 Jacksboro Texas ! ! 

Number of layer Name oflayer Thickness (mm) Dielectric Constant E 

Layer 1 Asphalt 175-200 3-6 

Layer 2 Aggregate base 380 4-8 

Layer 3 Subgrade soil 200-300 10-30 

Layer4 Bedrock 

5.4 GPR DATA PROCESSING 

5.4.1 Basic Procedure 

The basic GPR data processing procedure for measurement of highway pavement 
moisture content is briefly introduced in this section. Generally, there are four steps 
for processing GPR data. Step 1: edit and compile the initial data. Step 2: apply a time 
gain and filtering technique according to the required processing. Step 3: translate the 
data that are in the GPR format to a text format so that further processing can be 
performed. Step 4: analyze the pre-processed data and obtain the final result. Usually 
the first three steps are accomplished by the GPR system when the measurement is 
finished. We can then decide which kind of filter to apply and what stack sizes are 
needed, depending on the practical conditions in the presence of noise and distortion. 
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5.4.2 Inversion Results of Synthetic Data 

The inversion method developed in this study investigated several synthetic inversion 
cases. Synthetic data were obtained by using forward modeling upon the assumed 
layer distributions, then the inversion process was performed, layer by layer, to 
calculate the dielectric constant of each assumed layer. 

The transmitted wave being used is a half-wave sine-squared function with a pulse 
width of 1 ns. The formation consisted of 12 layers where each layer is 10 em thick, 
with a 1 em grid size. Figure 5.4 shows an application of dielectric constant 
reconstruction. We can see that the dielectric constant is recovered satisfactorily for all 
12layers. 

I 
u 
C.l ·c 
~ 
"aj .... 
Q 

10 

8 

6 

4 

2 

~···········t:Zi·············· 
---assumed 

, ... .. ""' calculated 

Layer (10 em/layer) 

Figure 5.4 Inversion result using synthetic data 

5.4.3 Inversion Results of Field Data 

The field testing data and their background parameters are described in Section 5.1.1. 
Using the inversion technique described in the previous section, the dielectric constant 
of the subsurface layers can be acquired. There are some differences between the 
parameters set up for the synthetic inversion and the practical inversion. The 
transmitted pulse, also called the direct wave, is generated by setting antennas in the 
air. The frequency is 1.2 GHz and a 1 mm grid size is chosen to achieve a higher 
resolution and eliminate the influence of quantization noise. Tables 5.2 and 5.3 are the 
inverted results using GPR data measured at the northbound side of US281, Jacksboro, 
Texas, on October 19, 1998. In both cases the same antenna height of 27.5 em from 
the pavement surface was selected. The only difference in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 is the 
sampling rate, and a higher sampling rate gives more accurate results. 
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a e nverswn resu ts w en samTJ lnJ! rate zs T. bl 5 21 l h . 50 IJS 

Number of Name oflayer Thickness Dielectric W w(Moisture 
layer (mm) Constant Content%) 

181 layer Asphalt 160 2.67 0.6 

2nd layer Aggregate base 310 3.3 2.1 

3rd layer Subgrade soil 12.8 12.83 

4th layer Bedrock 

a e . nverswn resu ts w en samv1 tnl! rate zs T. bl 5 31 1 h . JOO l)S 

Number of Name of layer Thickness Dielectric W w(Moisture 

layer (mm) Constant Content%) 

1st layer Asphalt 195 2.8 1.1 

2nd layer Aggregate base 395 4.1 3.5 

3rd layer Subgrade soil 460 13.6 15.03 

4th layer Bedrock 

The above test results were close to the expected values. However, the results were 
influenced by background noise, especially those weak signals reflected from deeper 
layers under ground. Thus, the determination of moisture content of pavement layers 
using the GPR test was not reliable due to the rather long waveform tail and the unclear 
received signal. 

5.5 TEST RESULTS 

5.5.1 Laboratory Test Results 

Figure 5.5 describes the trace received directly by the receiver in the air, and only the 
direct transmitted wave is shown. Figure 5.6 describes one of the traces extracted from 
the profile measured from the two-layer sand sample. 

Tables 5.4 and 5.5 compare the real moisture content to the GPR-measured values 
using the one-layer and two-layer samples. The direct GPR reading consisted of the 
volume moisture content W v· The weight moisture content W w is converted by Eq. 
(3.5) (Ledieu's Equation). The converted weight moisture contents Ww of the sand, 
under laboratory conditions, are acceptable. The maximum discrepancy, located in the 
second layer, is slightly less than 4%. For the one-layer sand and the first layer of the 
two-layer sand, the GPR-measured moisture content results matched the real value 
very well, and the maximum discrepancy is less than 1%. As mentioned before, the 
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current GPR test results are not satisfactory and reliable, and a more effort is being put 
forth. 
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Figure 5.5 Waveform of the direct wave 
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Figure 5.6 A trace from the two-layer sand sample 

5.5.2 Field Test Results 

During the field measurements, the frequency was set to 1.2 GHz; and the time 
window was selected at 50 ns to cover the required penetration depth. The height of 
the antennas was set at 0 em and 27.5 em from the surface of the pavement, and 
sampling intervals were set at 10 ps, 50 ps and 100 ps, respectively. Six groups of field 
data were collected. However, the quality of the field data was not satisfactory due to 
the tail of the direct wave (which was rather long) and thus resulted in low quality of 
the received signal. A further study is required to improve the clarity of the waveform 
under field conditions. 
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Table 54 Comparison of the one-laver sand real moisture content and the GPR result 

Measured w v-measured I w w-calculated I Ww-real I (Ww-real) 

dielectric (volume (weight moisture (%) (W w-calculated) 
moisture content i content by 

constant Ei 
by GPR) (%) Ledieu's) (%) (%) 

2.77 1.36 0.08 0.0 0.08 

4.46 6.45 3.83 4.76 0.93 

9.11 16.76 9.38 9.1 -0.28 

13.2 23.8 12.8 13.04 0.24 

19 . .J 32.7 16.8 16.7 -0.1 

Table 5.5 r.nmnarison of the two-laver sand real moisture content and the GPR result 

Measured w v-measured w w-calculated Ww-real CWw-real)-

dielectric (volume (weight moisture (%) (W w-calculated) 
constant Ei 

moisture content content by (%) 
byGPR)(%) Ledieu's) (%) 

151 layer 

2.77 1.36 0.08 0.0 0.08 

4.46 6.45 3.83 4.76 0.93 

9.11 16.76 9.38 9.1 -0.28 

2nd layer 

13.17 23.5 16.6 13.04 -3.56 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusions are given as follows: 

6.1 TDR SYSTEM 

In this research, the pre-purchased TDR system to measure soil moisture content has 
been successfully modified. A datalogger with Programmable Read-Only-Memory 
(PROM) has been added into the Tektronix 1502B TDR cable tester, which enables the 
TDR system to automatically control the sequence of the data acquisition and 
measurement. The temperature sensors installed in the weather station also performed 
well. This modified TDR moisture content measurement system has satisfactory 
accuracy in both the laboratory and field environments. The TxDOT two-year field test 
results indicated that the following conclusions could be drawn based on this improved 
TDR system: 

1) Evaluation indicated that some existing models (such as Ledieu et al. 1986, Topp et 
al. 1980) to predict the moisture content from the dielectric constant of subgrade soil 
are satisfactory. 

2) No existing model in Table 3.4 is found to be suitable for high-density materials of 
the base layer. 

3) A new model has been proposed for the compacted base materials based on this 
study. 

However, the improved TDR is still a troublesome device because of its large size and 
the time-consuming data processing required. The other major disadvantage is that the 
energy consumption of the TDR is high. Because of these drawbacks, a new Moisture 
Sensor (MS) system was specially developed in this study and verified in the MAT 
section of TxDOT. This new MS system is highly recommended by the researchers to 
replace the current modified TDR system in future MLS tests. A detailed introduction to 
this new MS system is given in Chapter 7. 

6.2 GPR SYSTEM 

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) can be used as a fully non-destructive device to 
determine the moisture content of different layers under the pavement. GPR has been 
shown to be one of the most useful tools for subsurface imaging due to its flexibility in 
operation and its capability to offer high resolution at the desired depth. 

The time-domain Transmission Line Matrix (TLM) method and a Perfect Matched 
Layer (PML) proved to be efficient in detecting the dielectric constant of the subsurface 
materials and minimizing the computation space. The dielectric constant of one
dimensional structures could be reconstructed with a layer stripping technique. The one
layer and two-layer laboratory test results indicated the following: 
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1) The inversion method was efficient. Only limited proximate initiation data were 
required, such as the number of layers and depths of each layer to start the iterative 
calculation; and 

2) The dielectric constants of sand and soils used in this study correlated well with their 
moisture contents. 

Six groups of field data were collected. However, the field data were not satisfactory. 
Further field experiments will be conducted when the clarity of the waveforms can be 
improved. 
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CHAPTER7:RECO~NDATIONS 

7.1 THE NEW MOISTURE CONTENT MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 

Moisture content can be measured in many ways. The TDR system gives accurate 
results. However, for reasons of the complexity, cost, and high power required by the 
TDR, the existing system is not economical and is not easy to use in practical 
applications. An experimental study of a new soil moisture content sensor is conducted. 
A parallel transmission line is developed to measure the moisture content using the 
phase information of the transmitted waves at 1 GHz. A sensor is built and tested. The 
test results show that the system improves the accuracy and is simple to use. Figure 7.1 
is a set of pictures of this new device and the laboratory test environment. 

Figure 7.1 The new moisture content measurement system: 

a) The MS probe b) The MS main system c) Lab test at UH d) Soil sample test 

7.1.1 The Basic Principle of the New Moisture Sensor 

The theoretical background of this sensor is shown in Figures 7.2 and 7.3 and can be 
summarized as follows: 
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Radius a=0.7cm 

0 

b=2 Scm Zo, Ed, ad, Jl 

0 

I• L=5cm ... I 

Figure 7.2 A two-wire transmission line diagram 

y 

~ b=2.5cm 

Figure 7.3 The cross-section of the sensor 

The propagation constant of a plane electromagnetic wave in a lossy dielectric 
medium is defined as: 

r =a+ J/3 = j(J)~ J.lded (7.1) 

where a is the attenuation constant and ~ is the phase constant. For a nonmagnetic 
material, when !ld is equal to Jl.o and Ed is complex number, the propagation constant 
may be expressed as: 

.2n.J · ; r = J- t:, + Jcr ro. 
Ao 

(7.2) 
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The ~ component of the propagation constant can now be rewritten as: 

p = 2n ~ (.J1 +tan 2 ., + 1 J 
A0 2 (7.3) 

where ~ is the wavelength in free space, Er is relative permittivity and o is equal to 
alo::£r- Because o is much less than 1 (researchers applied this formula for this 
experiment at 1 GHz frequency), Eq. (7.3) can be simplified to the following: 

p = ~ fi: = 20.944fi: 

(7.4) 

So, 

e = Pl = ~n lfi: = eofi: 
0 

(7.5) 

The phase difference e, between the two wires is a function of relative permittivity of 
the medium between them. Since the relative permittivity is related to the moisture 
content of the medium, the moisture change results in the phase change. 

7.1.2 Laboratory Tests at UH 

Test Conditions 

1) HP 8505A Network Analyzer: used to measure the phase of the transmitted wave. 

2) The new moisture sensor: the transmission line consists of a pair of 5 em long, 0.7 
em radius, circular-cross-section parallel bronze wires, two transformers, and 
associated microstripline matching networks. The distance between the two axes 
of the wires is 2.5 em. 

3) Electronic and mechanical precision scales are used for the tests. 

4) Test samples are sand and soil obtained from the UH campus. 

Test Procedures 

1) Dry the sample in the oven; 

2) Measure the phase So in air and set it as the HP 8508A's reference; 

3) Measure the phase Oct of the dry sample; 

4) Add 2% of water; 

5) Stir the mixture for 5 minutes; 

6) Measure the phase Ow of moist sample; and 

7) Repeat from step 4 until the phase water content is 20%. 
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Data and Analysis 

In the dry sand, So = ~b = 2nb/~ = 32°. The data are listed in the Table 7.1 and 
plotted in Figure 7 .4. 

Table 71 Data measured during two exveriments for sand and soil samvles 

Weight Moisture Phase (Degree) Soil i Phase (Degree) Sand I 

Content(%) i 

I 

0 -33 -31 i 

! 
1 -33 

2 -38 -38 I 

3 -41 I 

4 -51 

5 -49 I 

6 -58 

7 -58 

8 -68 

9 -67 I 

10 -83 

11 -77 

12 -98 I 

13 -83 I 

14 -105 I 

15 -95 

16 -113 

17 -138 

18 -160 

19 -154 
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Figure 7.4 Phase vs. weight moisture content 

7.1.3 Laboratory Tests at TxDOT Materials Lab 

This device was brought to the TxDOT materials lab for evaluation. Three different 
materials were used during the tests: sand, soil, and aggregates. The tested moisture 
content ranged from 0% to about 20% (saturated). The measured accuracy reached 
1%. 
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APPENDIX 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, two systems were developed for the different purposes; one 
for laboratory study and the other for field measurement. 

A.l SYSTEM 1: SYSTEM FOR THE LADORA TORY MEASUREMENT OF 
SOIL MOISTURE CONTENT 

In this system, a computer controls the TDR directly using the SP232 Serial Extended 
Function Module (EFM) which follows the RS232-C serial protocol [34]. This system 
is developed to acquire waveforms and use them to compare with simulation results. 
System I only measures data from one soil sample at a time. However, this system is not 
fully described in this report. 

A.2 SYSTEM II: SYSTEM FOR THE IN-SITU MEASUREMENT OF SOIL 
MOISTURE CONTENT 

This system is developed for the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) for the 
in-situ measurement of soil moisture content. At the test sites of US281 (southbound 
and northbound), Jacksboro, Texas, the weather records from a weather station system 
are automatically read through the developed CRlO datalogger. Using this modified 
datalogger allows us to automatically control and monitor the TDR readings and 
measurements. The datalogger works very efficiently since it contains the 
Programmable Read Only Memory (PROM) instructions that can control the sequence 
of the measurement, apply the mathematical algorithms for calculating moisture content 
and electrical conductivity, store the resulting data, and link to a computer for the data 
and program transfer. The volume moisture contents of the soil from eight different 
points at each test site were measured at the same time through a multiplexer (SM406). 

A.3 TDR HARDWARE SYSTEM 

The TDR hardware for the field test and measurement of the soil moisture content is 
developed in this study. By using this equipment instead of manually recording the data, 
this PROM datalogger greatly improves the efficiency and the integrity of data 
processing. 

A.3.1 Introduction of the System 

With this improved system, the modified datalogger controls the measurement 
sequence, applies mathematical algorithms for calculating the moisture content and the 
electrical conductivity, stores the data, and links to a computer for data and program 
transfer (35-36]. The schematic diagram of this system is shown in Figure Al. The 
reflectometer used in this system is the Tektronix 1502B TDR Cable Tester equipped 
with Campbell Scientific's SDM1502 Communications Interface and PS1502B Power 
Control Module. The CRl 0 Datalogger has a serial communication port and is 
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connected to a Personal Computer using a modem. The multiplexer SDM50 is an 
eight-to-one 50 ohm co-axial multiplexer, and the eight probes are connected to the 
SMD50's 8 input ports. 

In this research project, seven thermocouples were also installed into the modified 
datalogger to automatically measure the soil temperature at seven different 
underground positions. Because the original datalogger used for the weather station 
does not have Programmable Read-Only-Memory (PROM) for the special functions 
required for TDR measurements, a modified datalogger with PROM replaced the 
original one. 

Some wiring in the CRlO datalogger had to be modified for the additional new wires 
in the TDR system. These modifications also required changes to the software, but had 
no effect on the original function or performance of the weather station. 

The original program is also revised to allow the thermocouples and TDR system to 
measure the temperature and moisture content of soil, respectively. 
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: I II PS 1502B I 
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Figure Al Schematic of the modified CRlO datalogger for the TDR system 

A.3.2 Hardware Components 

Datalogger 

The modified CRlO datalogger controls the sequence of the measurement, applies 
mathematical algorithms to calculate moisture content and electrical conductivity of 
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material I soil, stores the target data and links to a computer for data and program 
transfer. 

For these special function requirements, a PROM component is added to the 
datalogger. A large amount of programming work has been done to meet the 
requirements of the project, such as adding new wires and writing new instructions. 
The details of the programming were very lengthy. From a civil engineering point of 
view, these instruction codes, protocols, and algorithms are too specific to 
comprehend, and thus, the major portion of the development is omitted in the report. 

15028 TDR Cable Tester 

The 1502B is a cable tester manufactured by Tektronix. In the application of Time 
Domain Reflectometry (TDR) for soil moisture content measurements, the 1502B is 
the source of a very short rise-time pulse which applies to a waveform on a lithium 
crystal display, and digitizes the waveform for output. 

SDM1502 Communication Interface 

The SDM1502 (Synchronous Device for Measurement) is plugged into the front panel 
of the 1502B and performs the necessary communication interface functions to 
transfer the 1502 control instructions and the data between the 1502B and the 
datalogger. A 5-wire connector on the SDM1502 front panel provides 2 lines for 12-
volt DC power and 3 lines for synchronous communications. 

The use of synchronous communication requires adherence to an addressing scheme 
for the communication devices. The address of the SDM1502 is selected using a dip
switch with 4 two-position switches. The address value used for the SDM 1502 to 
dictate the address must be used for the multiplexers (SDM50). There is a maximum 
of three hierarchical multiplexer levels. 

PS1502B Control Module 

The PS1502B module allows the datalogger to control the sequence when the power is 
applied to the 1502B. A 3-wire connector passes 12-volt DC and a control line from 
the datalogger. Turning on the 1502B only during the measurements can provide 
significant power savings when there is limited power available. Additionally, the 
1502B initializes control settings upon power-up and will reset any faults that might 
otherwise result in loss of data. 

SDMSO Multiplexer 

The SDM50 is an eight-to-one 50 ohm co-axial multiplexer with BNC connectors. The 
co-axial cable coming from the 1502B connects to the common terminal. Spark gaps 
provide protection from voltage surge damage. Each of the eight ports can be 
connected to a probe or another multiplexer. 

The multiplexers use synchronous communication and require an address co
ordination with the SDM1502 module. The address of the multiplexer is set by 
positioning jumpers on the circuit board. The wiring diagram of the multiplexer 
communication cables from the SDM1502 and SDM50 to the datalogger is shown in 
Figure A2. 
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Probes and Cables 

These probes are unbalanced, each having three rods. A central rod is connected to the 
signal lead of the co-axial cable. The other rods are arranged radially around the center 
and are connected to the shield of the co-axial cable. The advantages of this 
unbalanced probe are that they are smaller than with balanced design, and that 
measurements are concentrated around the central electrode. 

Wiring 

The terminals labeling 1H through 6H are analogy inputs that can be used as 
differential or Single-Ended (SE) inputs, depending on the sensor configuration. When 
used as a differential input, voltage on the H input is measured with respect to voltage 
on the L input. SE channels 1 through 12 were labeled "SE". When used as an SE 
input, the voltage was measured with respect to Analogy Ground (AG). The output 
ports (COM L1 and H1) of the thermocouple multiplexer are configured as differential 
inputs and connected to 6H and 6L. Figure A3 shows the wiring of the thermocouples. 

A.4 SOFTWARE TOOLS 

PC208E Support Software 

The PC208E software package consists of several separate packages. PC208E provides 
computer I datalogger communication for data collection and real-time data display. It 
also provides tools to set the datalogger clock, transfer datalogger programs and test 
communication links [36]. 

Edlog 

Edlog is a program used to create and edit datalogger programs on the PC. Compiled 
programs may then be transferred to the datalogger over a telecommunication link using 
thePC208E. 

Programming the CRlO 

The CR10 datalogger must be programmed before it can make any measurements. A 
program consists of a group of instructions entered into a program table [37-38]. The 
program table is given an executable interval that determines how frequently that table is 
executed. When the table is executed, the instructions are executed in sequence from 
beginning to end. After executing the table, the CR10 waits for the remainder of the 
execution interval, and then executes the table again. 

The interval at which the table is executed generally determines the interval at which the 
TDR probes are measured. The interval at which the data are processed and stored is 
separate from the interval of table execution, and may vary from samples. An execution 
interval may vary millisecond to an hour, a day, or have irregular intervals. The output 
interval is determined by how often the output flag is set to high. Figure A4 shows the 
program procedure and structures. 
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